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The following is an excerpt from an Article
in The Toronto Star newspaper written by
staff reporter Cynthia Vukets, January 27,
2011.

The article raises concerns that climate
change is decreasing the amount of sea ice
in the Arctic and is affecting polar bears
hunting patterns.

“A female polar bear swam for nine days
straight to find hunting grounds in the
Beaufort Sea which is a marginal sea of
the Arctic Ocean, located north of the
Northwest Territories, the Yukon, and
Alaska.

I believe if we can track them we can save
them!

Her cub died during the 687 kilometer
search for pack ice.
Researchers who tracked the bear with
a radio collar in the summer of 2008
published their findings in the scientific
journal Polar Biology.”

This book is dedicated to that cub who died
and the mother who tried to save him.
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They have the Will to live,
They are Lucky to be alive,
so lets help Renew the species.

y

The polar bear’s
scientific name is
“Urus Maritimus” which
means sea bear.

Renu is a polar bear,
who lives up north,
And of his blood line,
he is fourth.
He has a grandfather
whose name is Will.
Whose shoes Renu
would one day fill.

Polar bears
main diet are
ringed seals but they
will eat kelp, fish, bird
eggs, whales, and
walrus if they can
catch them.

Renu liked to fish & play.
That’s what he did
most of the day.
He loved it best
when it was really cold,
Much more than
his grandfather,
who is really old.

He asked his Dad
one day in spring,
what happened to
grandfather?
He’d heard about a ring!
His father sat on a
huge piece of ice,
And tried to tell him
something nice.

The average
weight of a male
polar bear is 450kg.
The females are smaller
and their average
weight is 225kg.

Polar bears
survive by stalking
seal holes on ice. When
a seal pops up it’s
head the polar bear
pounces.

He said “My father was
a great hunter son,
And like you,
he liked to have fun.
He swam in the ocean
all the time,
Catching seals,
while in his prime.

Polar bears
fur is without
pigment so it takes
on the hue of the sun.
It appears yellow or
blue when sunlight is
filtered through the
clouds or fog.

One day while hunting
on the ice,
It cracked away
in pieces thrice.

Polar bears
move with the
ice and they stick to
seasonally preferred
regions or home
ranges.

He started to float
out to sea,
Farther and farther,
OH dear me!

Polar bears
have black skin
and 2 layers of fur
which provides excellent
insulation in winter.
Their foot pads may be
densely furred so not
to slip on ice.

Polar bears
are known to
swim long distances
to find hunting
grounds on ice. One
bear swam for 9 days
but that is really
too long.

He dove into the water
to swim to shore,
But as he got closer
the ice was no more.
The ice was receding
as fast as he could think,
And swim as hard as he did
he began to sink.

Scientists have
determined that in
the north the ice free
summer season is much
longer which gives polar
bears less time to hunt
and they are losing
weight.

Grandfather could see
as he looked around,
A ring of ice
that looked
like ground.
But every time
he swam that way,
It disappeared
just like the day.

The
world’s energy
consumption is
creating Global
Warming on our planet.
That is causing the longer
summers in the north so
the waters don’t freeze
early enough.

He never did make it home,
And so he felt very alone.
He swam and swam
and kept on swimming.
He was exhausted and
his head was spinning.

The sun came up
the very next day
And he heard a sound
from far away.
It sounded like a
pulsing beat,
This scared him,
so he tried to retreat.

The polar
bears cannot
persist with out ice.
What if a helicopter
dropped an island into
the sea made from
recycled plastic for
them to rest on?

The next he knew,
he heard a splash,
And he looked
around really fast.

Before his eyes,
he saw a mound,
Floating there
without a sound.
He swam towards it
with his last breath
And climbed aboard
to have a rest.

Polar
bears walk at
a leisurely pace to
avoid over heating.
They over heat when
they run or swim long
distances which
weakens them.

Attached to this island
was a net
With fish inside,
for him I bet!
He had a rest
and then he ate.
He was relieved to
have the bait.
Polar
bears are
classified as a
threatened species by
the U.S. Department of
the Interior, but only
classified as a species
of special concern
in Canada.

Approximately
15,500 of the
world’s 20,000-25,000
polar bears live in
Canada.

While he was chewing
on the fish
He broke a seal
and inside was a dish.
He looked inside
the dish he’d found
And drank the water
with a slopping sound.

Polar bears need
fresh water to drink
like we do. They cannot
live on salt water from
the sea.

He felt so grateful,
he was about to cry
For an island had saved
him that fell from the sky.
He rested in his
new found cave.
His energy he needed
to save.

Polar
bears have
compact ears and
a small tail to prevent
heat loss. They also
have sensitive hearing
in the quiet place
they live.

He floated for a
few more weeks
And ate the fish
he found beneath.
He finally landed
far from home,
In another land where
he could roam.
There he met a
lady polar bear,
And found a love
they both could share.”

Canada is
home to 13 of
the worlds 19 polar
bear populations. They
also live in Alaska,
Russia, Greenland
and Norway.

They had a life together free
And then they had
a baby, me!
They felt so blessed
to have a son
They called me Luck,
the sacred one.

A female
may have 2-3
cubs but shorter
seal hunting seasons
may be affecting birth
rates so they are
having fewer
cubs.

Please reduce
your Carbon
Footprint to help save
the polar bears home
and your home.

And so happy we were
to have you
We had to name you Renu!
So here you are,
happy & free.
To live the life
that is meant to be.”

Polar Artificial Island
a Tracing beacon on top of cave
b Protective Cave

a

c Seal meat cover, once the polar bear
eats this it exposes a water reservoir
and another compartment with seal
bags filled with blubber attached to
each other by a seal skin rope. As the
bear pulls out one bag, another one is
attached so if the bag falls into the sea
it will still be accessible. The polar bear
can eat their fill and have more when
they are hungry again so they may
sustain themselves until they reach ice
again.

b

c

d Rough floor for good grip when the
bear gets on the island.
e The Island will look like a natural
packed sea ice platform.

d
e

Authors note
I woke up the morning of November 13,
2010 with this idea in my head and wrote a
poem about Renu. The idea was; They have
the Will to Live, they are Lucky to be alive,
so lets help Renew the Species, hence the
names of the polar bears in the poem.

If we are seeing aerial views of these bears
swimming, then there must be planes or
helicopters taking the pictures. A helicopter
could drop one of these rafts near the
swimming bear and hopefully he would
swim to it.

If we could build a floating raft out of light
weight recycled plastic to look like an ice
break it may save a polar bears life. They
die of exhaustion trying to swim to a solid
surface and there are many documented
photos of them swimming in the middle of
the ocean as the bears are tagged.

While doing some research on the subject I
found there is quite a following on https://
getsatisfaction.com/WWF/topics/polar_
bears_and_artificial_islands where World
Wildlife Fund staff answer questions about
the Polar Bear situation.

We could put a cave on the raft for
protection from the elements and a stinky
fish head bait bag to attract them to the
raft. Once they eat the fish there will be
a seal skin cover underneath, and when
they chew through that, they access a fresh
water holding tank in the bottom of the raft
to drink from.

Thanks to:
www.cwf-fcf.org Canadian Wildlife
Federation Magazines “Canadian Wildlife”
and “Wild” (For kids of all ages)
www.polarbearsinternational.org,
Polar Bears International.
Macleans magazine, February 20,2012
issue.

With the proceeds of the sale of this book
I am hoping to open a Polar Bear Rescue
Centre in northern Canada to dispatch
these rafts and find ways to ensure that
polar bears continue to live and hopefully
thrive. This centre will create jobs,
awareness and education for generations to
come.
To learn how to reduce your carbon
footprint:
www.squidoo.com/carbon-footprint-2 ,
101 ways to reduce your carbon footprint
www.davidsuzuki.org The David Suzuki
Foundation, search carbon footprint.
You may reach Joanne by email
polarartificialislands@bell.net
if you would like to contribute to help build
these islands or purchase a book.
Thank you for your support!

Stepping Out Of The Past is a series of
books with creative ways to help at risk and
endangered species on our planet.
Arctic Footprints-Renu the polar bear, is the
first in that series.
Renu asks his father Lucky about his
grandfather Will’s long arctic swim due to lack
of sea ice.
The Stepping Out Of The Past series is an end
rhyme poem to help children understand
rhyming poetry, with polar bear facts to
understand the need to preserve nature for
many generations to come.
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